FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

STYLISH RESORT CITY SPA’S LUXURIOUS ENVIRONMENT, AVANT-GARDE
ANTI-AGEING SKIN CARE AND EASTERN HEALING PHILOSOPHY” ADDS TO
MALAYSIA’S PREMIUM TOURISM OFFERING
Yen Yen commends The Spa and Med Beauty at Saujana for its focus on luxury tourism
th

Kuala Lumpur, 8 December 2009 - “KL and Klang Valley remains Malaysia’s top destination for high-end
travellers and The Saujana’s new luxury spa can only add to its appeal” said Dato’ Seri Dr. Ng Yen Yen in her
congratulatory address when officiating at the spa’s opening in Subang recently. The Minister, who was taken
on a tour of the premises impressed upon the need to ensure that the luxurious physical environment is
matched by superior customer service. “We are Malaysians; we are about warmth and gentleness and care,
and as such we are able to deliver a unique service experience that is talked about and well remembered.”, she
added.
Set in a tropical rainforest landscape, The Spa and Med Beauty at Saujana features six single spa villas, two
double spa villas, two beauty studios, a spa boutique and four Med Beauty treatment rooms. With a spacious
relaxation lounge overlooking a reflection pool, the spa offers the ultimate environment for relaxation and
rejuvenation without the need to go further than half an hour’s drive from the city. Rimbun Asli Sdn Bhd
Chairman Tan Sri Mohd Razali bin Abdul Rahman said, “It is an ideal escape for city dwellers who wish to
‘recharge’ but do not have the time to take off for a night or two away.” He further said that The Spa and Med
Beauty at The Saujana has something for the weary, regardless of whether you are a corporate player or a
person of leisure, female or male. “The spa menu offers unique and indulgent treatments and rituals using
premium botanical based products”.
Attached to The Saujana and The Club at The Saujana hotels, The Spa and Med Beauty is dedicated to the
restoration of strength, beauty and balance of mind, body and spirit. While The Spa offers holistic treatments
and healing traditions of the East, Med Beauty presents breakthrough technology in skin care treatment from
Switzerland.
The Spa features a selection of Indulgent Oriental Rituals including stimulating body polishes, purifying
envelopments, enriching baths and therapeutic massage all styled to soothe the senses, enliven the body and
satisfy the soul. Embracing Eastern philosophy, its Asian inspired rituals originate from the healing traditions of
places like exotic Bali, spiritual India and the sacred land of Tibet creating authentic cultural experiences that
reflect the original. Its strict adherence to the holistic approach that “beauty is more than skin deep” dictates
its choice of products, treatments and applications.
Med Beauty Swiss, an avant garde anti-ageing skin care direct from Switzerland adds to the exclusivity of the
spa not only in name but also credibility. Created and established by Swiss dermatologist Dr Harald Gerny
nineteen years ago it is available for the first time in Asia and initially only at The Spa and Med Beauty at The
Saujana. The Med Beauty system uses plant stem cells to protect and stimulate skin renewal. Within the Med
Beauty villa, the facility will also offer non-invasive beauty solutions such as botox, hyaluronic acid and
chemical peeling performed by a qualified medical aesthetician, available by appointment.
The final ingredient to The Spa and Med Beauty’s uniqueness is the magic hands of their therapists. Trained by
GHM’s Spa Director, Brenda Ramen, therapists of The Spa undergo meticulous training to ensure treatments
are provided to the satisfaction of customers for the ultimate relaxation and rejuvenation. Med Beauty
beauticians have also been trained on the unique Swiss skin care treatments, products and state-of-the-art
equipment.
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About GHM
Established in 1992, GHM (General Hotels Management) is a market leader in conceptualizing, developing and
operating an exclusive group of hotels and resorts worldwide. With its expansive portfolio and several more in
the pipeline, GHM prides itself on providing guests with a distinctive lifestyle experience that is unrivalled.
Each GHM resort and hotel is one of a kind, possessing distinctive concepts and design elements. The signature
GHM style is best defined through “Asian-inspired designs with delicate details”.
GHM’s portfolio of properties includes The Setai (Miami Beach), The Datai (Langkawi, Malaysia), The Legian &
The Club at The Legian (Bali), The Nam Hai (Vietnam), The Strand (Myanmar), Carcosa Seri Negara (Kuala
Lumpur), The Saujana & The Club at The Saujana (Kuala Lumpur), The Andaman (Langkawi, Malaysia), The
Chedi Club at Tanah Gajah – Ubud (Bali), The Chedi – Muscat (Oman) and The Chedi - Chiang Mai (Thailand).
GHM properties currently under development include. The Yamu (Phuket), The Nizuc (Mexico), The Malkai,
Barka (Oman), The Artai (Dubai), The Chedi, Kilada Hills (Greece), The Chedi, Thracian Cliffs (Bulgaria) The
Chedi, Andermatt (Switzerland), The Chedi, Taiping Lake (Anhui Province, China) and The Serai Club (Bali).
The Company also provides a full range of hotel management services. For more information please visit
www.ghmhotels.com.
About Med Beauty Swiss
In 1991, Dr. med. Harald Gerny, a Zurich-based dermatologist, established Med Beauty AG. based on the idea
of combining medical agents with cosmetic ingredients for the development of effective products with
verifiable skin results. This approach, known today as cosmeceuticals, has been maintained and utilised to
develop a wide range of products to address different skin conditions such as premature skin aging,
pigmentation, skin impurities, as well as dry and sensitive skin.
Since 2004, stand-alone Med Beauty Centers and those in select Swiss Luxury Hotels offer special
cosmeceutical and aesthetic-medical treatment in line with to Dr. Gerny’s method. Observing the philosophy
of “Beauty without Surgery”, these centers offer skin and anti-wrinkle therapies, supplemented with special
fruit, collagen and hyaluronic acid treatments.
Med Beauty Swiss is available in more than 1,000 cosmetic institutions and Med Beauty Centres in Switzerland,
Austria, Germany and Russia. In Asia, it is now available in Malaysia exclusively at The Spa and Med Beauty at
the Saujana.
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